FINANCIAL RISKS OF THE STOCK MARKET: OPPORTUNITIES AND SPECIFICS OF THEIR INSURANCE

Abstract
The Ukrainian stock market is rated as an emerging market, which is characterized by high profitability and higher risk level as compared to developed economies. Securities transactions on the Ukrainian stock market are accompanied by stable uncertainties. Moreover, insurance is the most effective way to reduce financial risks and their negative effects. Given the current economic and political instability, financial risk insurance can ensure the economic performance of business entities and stimulate their further economic development. Financial risk insurance is liability insurance in its nature, but its terms are often included in property insurance. This insurance sector has considerable facilities, which require activation of new insurance products that will be able to protect individual and institutional investors.

Insurance and stock markets are direct competitors for limited investor resources, including strategic sources such as temporarily free institutional investor funds and household savings. In general, although there is a significant interaction between the insurance and other financial markets in Ukraine, it is hardly realized at all, unlike foreign economies, where it is used to its maximum. With the development of the insurance culture of the population and insurance in general, the relevance of insurance services in a high-risk segment like the stock market increases. The article harmonizes types of financial risks arising on the stock market with the methods of their leveling (insurance, hedging, diversification, etc.), determines the risk factors of the investor in the stock market, and specifies the professional risks of financial institutions. For the Ukrainian stock market participants, the use of two types of insurance coverage, namely, Bankers Blanket Bond and Financial Institution Professional Indemnity, is proposed.

INTRODUCTION
The Ukrainian stock market belongs to the category of emerging markets, which are defined by high profitability and higher risk degree as compared with developed economies. Transactions in securities in the Ukrainian stock market are characterized by stable uncertainties. The ever-increasing number of financial instruments offered by the domestic stock market, as well as many factors influencing the change in their value, lead to the fact that an individual investor in most cases is not able to assess the full range of risks related to investing in specific financial instruments. All the activities in the stock market relate to any given type of risk. Any decisions and transactions in this market mean that the participant (investor, issuer, intermediary) assumes one or another amount of risk. In this regard, risk management becomes actual; this involves identifying, assessing and forecasting the value of specific risks to minimize them.
It should be noted that the risk of stock market operations is characteristic not only of emerging markets but also of developed ones. Any market has investment risk, liquidity risk, credit risk, fraud risk; in that case, insuring financial risk is the main mechanism of protecting the stock market participants.

1. LITERATURE REVIEW

It is worth noting that in Ukraine, there are no studies on risk insurance on the stock market. According to the authors, this is due, on the one hand, to the low level of stock market development and, on the other, to the underdevelopment of voluntary forms of insurance. At the same time, the speculative nature of the stock market development results in the formation of significant rates of risk for its participants. According to Kornieiev (2011), the insurance market still does not play a proper role in providing insurance protection. However, the results of his study determine that financial risk insurance is one of the dominant components of the positive impact of insurance on the GDP dynamics in Ukraine, with the four-year lag of the positive impact. Kosova and Slobodyanyuk (2016) focus on the contradiction between the quantitative and qualitative indicators of the investment component development in the Ukrainian insurance market. Kozmenko and Pakhnenko (2012) note that the convergence processes occurring in the global financial market and the Ukrainian market have led to new forms of interaction between the stock market, the insurance market and the banking sector. Also, the capacity of the domestic stock market as one of the main factors for insurance liabilities development is assessed. For economic entities, one of the ways to reduce financial risk is its insurance. Moreover, insurance is the most effective way to reduce financial risk and its negative effects. Given the current economic and political instability, financial risk insurance can ensure the economic performance of economic entities and stimulate their further development.

Zemliachova and Savochka (2012) systematized the types of financial risks generated by economic agents. Korvat and Plakhotia (2016) analyzed the possibility of using financial risk insurance in Ukraine compared to the EU countries and noted that under economic instability, the demand for financial risk insurance increases. However, the Ukrainian legal framework limits the possibilities of insurance companies in this area as compared to the European legislation. Jinks, Hue, Spain, Bora, and Siew (2019) explored key approaches to measuring long-term investment risks involved in stock market transactions. The authors focused on market risk and liquidity risk, and highlighted the shortfall risk. They also noted that every investor can face a wide variety of risks. The definition of risk depends on who the investor is and on his or her attitude towards economic risk. Cummins and Weiss (2009) focus on the stock and insurance markets convergence, which is based on increase in the frequency and severity of catastrophic risk, and market inefficiencies resulting in the development of hybrid insurance/financial instruments that blend elements of financial contracts with traditional reinsurance. Kojien and Yogo (2017) noted that since the 2008 crisis, there was increased demand for variable annuities that package mutual funds with minimum return guarantees over long horizons. Ellul, Jotikasthira, Kartasheva, and Lundblad (2018) investigated the occurrence of systemic risk resulting from interconnections of the balance sheet assets of various financial institutions and suggested that insurers provide hedging services for investment products that may reduce systemic risk. Given the underdeveloped financial risk insurance in Ukraine, there is a need to systematize these risks.

2. PRACTICAL INSIGHTS

Financial risk insurance is inherently liability insurance, but its terms are often included in property insurance. The insurance of the economic entity’s liability for defaulting toward its investors or borrowers is the most widespread type of financial risk insurance.

Despite the fact that the financial risk insurance has a significant share in the structure of other voluntary types of insurance, the real market volume is difficult to estimate because statistics do not give an adequate idea of what is happening in this market. The inconsistency of legal and theo-
Theoretical understanding of risk and its classification is an obstacle to the development and spread of financial risk insurance in Ukraine. Given the financial risk classifications developed by modern scientists and researchers in the field, credit risk and investment risk are components of financial risk. Rather, according to the Law of Ukraine “On Insurance”, the financial, credit and investment risks are separate, not related types of insurance. This distorts the statistical database on financial risk insurance and makes it difficult to interpret.

To evaluate the prospects of implementing financial risk insurance in the stock market, it is necessary to determine how the two markets – the stock market and the insurance market, which can currently be considered as two tightly interconnected systems – affect each other. The magnitude of cash flow of the average foreign insurer in the stock market is quite often comparable to the volume of its operations with direct insurance clients and exceeds the amount of reinsurance transactions.

Insurance and stock markets are direct competitors for limited investor resources, including strategic sources such as temporarily free institutional investor funds and household savings. Resources accumulated through the insurance or any other marketplace eventually flow into real value creation, with financial markets merely contributing to its efficient distribution.

Under the rapid convergence of individual components of the financial market, the insurance and stock markets have more and more crossing points. Below, the most significant aspects of their interpenetration are considered.

1. Insurance companies act as buyers of securities while carrying out their own investment activities. In Western practice, an insurance company is a financially powerful economic entity and an important institutional player in the stock market. Investments in securities are made both at the expense of insurance reserves and at the expense of the insurers’ own funds.

2. The particular role of insurance companies as buyers in the stock market is that they are essentially universal in their essence; they are able to carry out any investment transactions according to their financial situation – from short-term to long-term, from risk-free to risk-free, etc. But insurance companies most often act as moderate investors that do not expose themselves to the significant risk. This is mainly due to the fact that the insurance company temporarily holds the funds for which it is responsible. That is why, the market regulator imposes strict requirements on insurance companies, namely, sets restrictions on certain areas of investment according to an asset type and their risk rate.

3. Insurance companies issue their own securities traded on the stock exchange. Being representatives of a very capital-intensive industry, insurance companies are forced to enter the stock market as recipients of unit and debt borrowed capital. That is, they must become issuers of their own shares and bonds.

4. Today, insurance companies are not limited to the traditionally raising capital through the stock market. They may consider securities issue as a risk transfer option (for example, catastrophe bond issue). Unlike ordinary portfolio investment risks, the likelihood of catastrophes does not depend on the macroeconomic cycle dynamics. Subsequently, including a “catastrophic” bond to the portfolio allows diversifying investments and mutually repay risks.

5. But an insurance company cannot consider such an activity as purely issue-based, since it is not merely a bond trade but a redistribution of risk for a fee that is inherently close to reinsurance.

6. Insurance companies insure risks for investors who invest in stock market instruments. A very important condition for the attractiveness of securities is that the issuer has an insurance contract with a reliable insurer, since concluding the insurance contract with a reliable insurance company is a guarantee that its securities are reliable (each insurer, before entering into an investment risk insurance contract, carefully checks the investment project, which cannot be done by an ordinary investor).
7. The insurance company as the guarantor issues the guarantee obligations. Insurance companies, as well as banks and non-bank credit institutions, can act as guarantors, that is, provide guarantees for clients' obligations. At the same time, the guaranteeing insurance company assumes the obligation, in case of its client insolvency, to pay its debts to third parties. Having an insurance company guarantee is a good argument for determining the investment reliability, so issuing guarantees in Western insurance markets is very common.

8. The insurance market is a macroeconomic stabilizer and can act as a stabilizer on the stock market. The use of insurance ensures a crisis-free economic development and is, therefore, favorable to the stock market. This is particularly relevant for the stock market because it is prone to market fluctuations related to the macroeconomic cycle phases.

Insurance, as a financial mechanism for ensuring the continuity and balance of a market economy, optimizes macroeconomic proportions of social production. As a result of significant natural or man-made disasters spanning large territories and numerous businesses, the reimbursement of losses through the insurance system has a positive impact on the finances and the country as a whole.

In general, the capacity of interaction between the insurance and other financial markets in Ukraine is considerable and, unfortunately, hardly realized at all as compared to countries, where it is used to its maximum. With the development of the insurance culture of the population and insurance in general, the relevance of insurance services in such a high-risk segment as the stock market is increasing. But despite the prospects of this market for insurance companies, not all of them are ready to take financial risks, not only in the stock market, but also in other sectors.

As insurance in Ukraine does not have such a significant history as in the West, Western insurance standards are at the heart of Ukrainian insurance products, including the stock market. Unfortunately, financial risk insurance in the Ukrainian stock market is not very popular unless their insurance is compulsory or unrelated to determining the policyholder's reliability rating. This is due to the following reasons: stock market participants' transactions are not always transparent; market participants are reluctant to disclose information about themselves and their clients, which is a necessary condition for insurance.

Let's consider possible methods of eliminating financial risks in the stock market (Table 1), and the possibility of their insurance.

**Table 1. Possible methods for neutralizing financial risks on the stock market**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of financial risk</th>
<th>Methods for neutralizing financial risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Risks related to the purchasing power of money</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation risk</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflation risk</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currency risk</td>
<td>Potential risk insurance in the context of foreign economic activity insurance programs (currency clauses: direct, indirect and multicurrency).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 (cont.). Possible methods for neutralizing financial risks on the stock market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of financial risk</th>
<th>Methods for neutralizing financial risk</th>
<th>Insurance</th>
<th>Hedging</th>
<th>Diversification</th>
<th>Other methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Capital investment risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest rate risk</td>
<td>The best way to negate interest rate risk is to use different derivative stock instruments where specific interest rates act as the assets.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Forecasting risk and adjusting financial behavior based on expectations of changes in interest rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit risk</td>
<td>Credit risk of banks and lending companies (including leasing companies) is subject to insurance.</td>
<td>Credit risk reduction on bonds and other debt securities is possible through the use of derivatives.</td>
<td>It is possible to reduce risk when investing in different types of debt securities.</td>
<td>Credit risk can be reduced through the use of a borrower selection mechanism, the involvement of guarantors under the agreement, and the use of collateral.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquidity risk</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>The most effective mechanism for reducing investment liquidity risks is their diversification (according to asset types and maturity).</td>
<td>When it comes to the liquidity risks of financial institutions, their reduction is possible through managing the institution’s assets and liabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Investment risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portfolio risk</td>
<td>It is almost uninsured because this type of risk insurance results in a significant decrease in profits.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Diversification is an effective way of significantly reducing investment risks. It is advisable to form an investment portfolio of assets that do not correlate with each other. This will minimize possible losses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real investment risk</td>
<td>It is not the investment risk itself that is insured, but the risks related to the construction of the investment object (the entire set of construction risks).</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>It is possible to reduce investment risks by predicting the behavior of individual assets, the use of insider information, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative investment risk</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Other types of financial risks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax risk</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Reduction of tax risks borne by the entities that are exposed to stock risk with their financial instruments is possible due to simplifying tax legislation and tax reporting, explanatory and preventive work, bringing to administrative responsibility. This risk indirectly influences the investor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating risk</td>
<td>Risk is insured, there are many insurance programs for financial institutions in the stock market with varying degrees of operational risk coverage.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>The diversification of investment by different financial institutions and securities of different entities will significantly reduce these risks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force majeure risk</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>The force majeure risk can only be reduced by entering into a contract the purchase of financial instruments that determine what force majeure is for that contract and what measures can be taken to deal with losses.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud risk</td>
<td>This risk is subject to insurance. Fraudulent insurance programs are most often included in complex programs that also include operational and property loss risks.</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>The main method of reducing the fraud risk is the proper selection of staff, the introduction of security in a financial institution, limited access to important information and documents.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Liability insurance is the most common insurance product for the stock market. This type of insurance is optimal both to minimize operational and fraud risks, and to further develop a performance guarantee system. Operating risks are easily predicted and eliminated much more easily than systemic or market risks, not to mention country risks that can be reduced by the long-term effort to create a more stable country image.

In addition to the listed risks, insurance can help in managing the risks related to earning a profit, first of all, changing stock prices, the portfolio risk. However, these risks are speculative and rarely insured. In the case of such insurance, the market participant relies not on speculative profits but on the stability of its market positions. In theory, insurance programs may include insurance protection not only against falling, but also against rising stock prices. The market segment, in which this type of insurance is most in demand, is the fixed-term stock market.

Different stock market participants bear different risks, so they require different mechanisms to mitigate risk and different insurance programs. All the stock market players are divided into professional and non-professional ones. Professional stock market participants are legal entities that carry out the following activities: brokerage operations; dealer activity; securities management activities; settlement and clearing activity; depository activity; keeping a register of securities owners; securities trading activities. Non-professional participants in the stock market are individuals and legal entities that buy and sell securities and their derivatives on the market (ordinary investors).

Practice shows that the risk factors of an investor in the Ukrainian stock market include:

- change of requirements for accounting of ownership rights to a security;
- change of requirements for securities servicing;
- loss of the register or information about the investor as the security owner;
- artificial restrictions on the use of securities rights;
- increasing the cost of services of professional stock market participants;
- dishonesty of the other parties to the agreement;
- recognition of an agreement for the purchase of a security by the investor as fraudulent or invalid;
- the issuer bankruptcy;
- changes in the value of securities (in case of planned profit insurance).

According to world experience, professional risks of financial institutions include:

- possible loss and damage to property of the company, organization or bank, both real and transportation;
- the probable loss of wrongful inadvertent and unlawful acts by employees (including fraud in electronic and information systems);
- losses from illegal acts of third parties (including fraud in electronic and information systems);
- losses related to the counterfeit documents and securities transaction;
- probable financial liability to third parties for damage caused by the financial institution's professional activity.

Most of the above risks relate to operating risks. However, unlike credit and market risks, for which professional participants have a clear view and risk management system, views on operational risks are ambiguous.

Let's consider the possibilities and the mechanism of risk insurance for professional participants, since their risk insurance is the absolute majority of insurance contracts on the stock market.

The types of insurance products that are most in demand on the stock market can be divided into several groups, namely:
• compulsory insurance (e.g., liability insurance for the depositary and the companies managing the retirement savings funds of citizens);

• insurance as a basis for admission to the activity or as an additional advantage in determining the reliability rating;

• voluntary insurance (usually, liability insurance of management companies).

Nowadays, a comprehensive insurance policy and its additional coverage is the most successful solution to mitigate the operating risks of professional stock market participants. This comprehensive insurance policy guarantees adequate protection against all the listed risks.

Protection under a comprehensive agreement is provided by the combination of two types of insurance coverage, namely, comprehensive financial institution insurance (Bankers Blanket Bond, BBB, in international terms) and professional liability insurance (Financial Institution Professional Indemnity, FIPI).

The BBB policy is the basis of a comprehensive program of insurance against crime and the professional responsibility of financial institutions. Having such a policy is a mandatory requirement and a matter of prestige for foreign financial institutions.

BBB has been adapted to local jurisdictions for use in many countries and is widespread in the world. In the CIS countries and in Ukraine, the use of this type of insurance is very limited. First, the management of financial institutions do not see a significant need for insurance due to the low level of insurance culture in the country. Second, a limited number of insurance companies can offer BBB insurance programs; these are mostly the companies with links to Western reinsurance markets, as well as those founded by banks or affiliated with holding structures.

The standard insurance terms, developed by Lloyd’s underwriters and adapted by domestic insurance companies, include the following major risks:

• losses caused by dishonesty of employees of the insured financial institution;

• loss or damage to property in the premises of the insured financial institution;

• loss of transit, including theft or physical destruction of property during transportation;

• losses caused by fake checks;

• losses caused by counterfeiting of securities and similar instruments;

• the loss suffered by the insured financial institution in the ordinary course of business related to transactions with securities and similar instruments;

• losses related to counterfeit currency;

• damage caused to property in the premises of an insured financial institution as a result of unlawful acts by third parties.

The BBB advantages:

• lowering the cost of insurance, since several types of insurance in one package are cheaper than separately;

• policies are complementary: risks covered by one type of insurance are excluded from others;

• economic crimes are often very complex, so it is not always easy to determine whether the damage resulted from a criminal act or an employee error. By having a comprehensive policy, the policyholder can be sure that all his/her losses will be compensated;

• the widest possible insurance coverage of a financial institution, both against fraud and errors.

BBB provides a general liability limit, which is the amount within which the insurer undertakes to make payments in the event of losses in the bank. Besides, the limits of liability for each risk (sub-limits) are set within the overall limit.

In practice, the amount of insurance coverage under BBB policies can fluctuate significantly. For the
CIS countries, insurance coverage ranges from USD 500,000 to USD 30 million. The limit is set at the request of the financial institution and usually depends on the volume of the bank activity.

Prior to entering into a BBB contract, it must be confirmed that the minimum necessary precautions are taken to prevent possible losses. To assess the risk and determine the list of measures to prevent losses, the insurer engages a highly qualified insurance specialist (surveyor). Pre-insurance expertise (survey), conducted by professionals from specialized Western companies, makes it possible to reveal weaknesses in the company’s security system, its internal control and management. The expert examination is performed before the conclusion of the first insurance contract and every three years thereafter.

The information received allows determining the cost of insurance. The main factors influencing the amount of insurance premium are: the volume and directions of a financial institution's activity, its reputation; the size of the branch network; the presence of losses in the past; breadth of insurance coverage (risks, limits of liability, deductibles). The estimated cost of a policy can range from a few tens to hundreds of thousands of dollars.

The full or partial transfer of risks by national insurers to foreign reinsurers is a guarantee for payment of possible losses to the bank. At the moment, both abroad and in Ukraine, the risk of disloyalty to the financial company staff is the most serious risk in terms of the likelihood of losses and their consequences. According to statistics, 85% of crimes (14) in the financial sphere are either directly by employees of the bank or with their complicity (employees of the financial institution account for 40%, former employees – 15%, directors and managers – 30%, and third parties amount to 15%).

A program (policy) developed by International Organization for Standardizations (ISO), namely, the Financial Institution Crime Policy (FICP) is similar to BBB. This is a policy on combating crime in financial institutions. FICP includes 14 separate insurance contracts, each of which may have its own insurance amount and deductible. An insured can choose any set of risks, except insurance of the personnel loyalty, which is obligatory for the financial institutions.

FICP covers the risks of property loss, commercial transportation, document forgery, transit (standard for BBB) and financial institution third party liability risks, computer risks (which distinguishes this product from BBB). FICP includes many terms and conditions similar to those contained in BBB, but FICP covers a broader list of risks.

There is a special product called Financial Institution Professional Indemnity (FIPI) for liability insurance of financial institutions. It provides financial protection for a financial institution and its employees against claims by third parties and possible financial losses to third parties as a result of the financial institution's actions, omissions or errors. Insurance protection covers the responsibility of both full-time and part-time employees. In addition, it covers the parent company and subsidiaries of the insured.

Thus, FIPI covers the following risks: misconduct, errors, employee misconduct, misrepresentation, document forgery or correction, negligence, breach of the financial institution's obligations and policies.

Currently, the BBB policy and the FIPI policy as an addition, are not yet widespread in Ukraine. But they are successfully used by the largest domestic banks and stock market participants (exchanges, depositories, registrars, management companies). It is also increasingly evident that such insurance not only provides complete protection for the financiers themselves, but is also more designed to enhance the reliability of financial institutions in the opinion of their clients.

The main feature of financial risk insurance is the need for insurers to take into account the genesis of financial risks. Since most financial risks result from relationships between risk entities (creditors, borrowers), they arise largely through human factor. That is, unlike the classical risks (insurance against fire, natural disaster, illness, etc.), financial risks have no a natu-
ral stabilizer of the risk level in the form of objectively existing natural or social phenomena, whose effect on the parameters of risk does not depend on the influence of risk entities.

Thus, the distinction between classical and financial risks can be expressed as follows: the distribution of probabilities of an insurance event occurrence for classical risks is described by the normal distribution (Gauss law). That is, this distribution is one-modal; for financial risks, it is closer to uniform, so that there is a possibility of multimodality and time dependence.

The absence of natural level stabilizers gives rise to an extremely dangerous property for the insurers of financial risk, namely changeability (as a rule, increasing) of the risk level after the concluding the insurance contract.

These financial risk properties sharply reduce the value of statistics and make them virtually unsuitable for use to ensure break-even of this type of insurance. In other words, the set of financial risk insurance parameters is individual for each insurer, characterizing its specifics: the type of activity, its volume, competitive environment, the insurer qualification, reliability of partners, etc.; therefore, it cannot be used as an analogue for other insurers.

In particular, in the case of financial risk insurance, the tariff should not be considered as a measure of medium risk (and therefore be approximately the same for all insurers as in the case of classical risk insurance), but the equivalent of the market price for providing insurance protection to a specific insured, that is, it must be individual.

A big problem in the area of financial risk insurance is the high cost of their analysis. Because of this, the fundamental possibility of financial risk insurance (as opposed to insurance of other risks) does not yet prove its expediency. The high costs involved in analyzing financial risks make the cost of individual risk at which its insurance becomes economically inappropriate. This cost is usually tens of thousands of US dollars. Therefore, in the financial risk insurance, the risk of an insurance company is usually high. This explains specifics of decision-making on financial risk insurance, which differs significantly from the technologies of classical types of insurance.

As is known, the procedure for classical risk insurance is so formalized (standardized policies, contracts, tariffs, etc.) that there is almost never a need for intermediate participation in it by senior management of the insurer. In the financial risk insurance, on the contrary, all critical decisions on each risk are taken exclusively by the top management of the company.

The above-mentioned peculiarities of financial risks are not a fundamental obstacle to their break-even insurance. To achieve this, the insurer must:

• not to rely on any statistics as an objective basis for the tariff calculation (there is no such objective statistics for the specific financial risk);
• refrain from quantifying the tariff as an objective risk measure (this is not possible due to the lack of statistics characterizing financial risk as a whole or its components, as opposed to single man-made risks, for which there are no general statistics, but it is still possible to calculate the magnitude of the specific risk);
• use known statistics and tariffs only as reference material to form the ideas about the indicative parameters of a particular risk and the approximate level of the market value of its insurance (it will be inappropriate to use the same data for quantitative calculations of a particular risk, since it is not possible to establish the degree of correspondence between its parameters and the parameters of counterparts);
• choose the tariff as agreed with the policyholder in the range, the lower value of which is limited by the market situation, and the upper – by the optimum. This is because an excessively high tariff can become an unbearable financial burden for the insured and increase the risk;
• use a set of measures aimed at reducing the risk to a level which, in the insurer’s opinion, is acceptable.
CONCLUSION

It can be concluded that the stock market financial risk insurance is very promising for insurance companies. This sector has great potential, and to activate it, it is necessary to introduce new insurance products that will be able to provide protection to individual and institutional investors. The introduction of compulsory insurance or insurance, which is due to admission to activity or an increase in the reliability rating, is the impetus for the development of this type of insurance in the world. Also, such convergence of the stock and insurance markets will be an impetus for the stock market development, as this will increase the security of its activities and contribute to the overall development of the country’s economy.
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